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Building a beautiful future together
From Mary Jane Patterson, Executive Director
and Tania Del Matto, Chair, Board of Directors
We often remark on the beauty of the Reep House for Sustainable Living. Our model
of energy and water conservation has an important message – energy efficiency can be
beautiful too. It is the same with healthy yards. Making our front or back yard more rain smart
can also be an opportunity to add colour, texture and symmetry to
enhance its beauty.
In a way, it’s about engaging our hearts as well as our minds when we
look forward to the sustainable future we want to see, in our home and
in our community. Building a beautiful future together is exciting!
A great example is the Greening our Neighbourhood workshop Reep
Green Solutions led in Cambridge in the Fall of 2017. Neighbours
came together to pore over maps of their streets and draw in the flow
of water and other features while brainstorming ways to make their
neighbourhood landscape more functional and attractive. Our next
step is to implement the recommendations that emerged, including a
colourful demonstration rain garden at a local church and hands-on
workshops to show people what they can do in their own yards.

We are an environmental charity
that helps people live sustainably
Whether we’re planning our home renovation, a neighbourhood greening or the low carbon future
of our region, it’s the positive vision of a wonderful future that keeps us moving forward.
This year more than ever, our volunteers have been a big part of building a beautiful future
together. Dedicated community members are taking on critical positions that enhance
our capacity–such as Volunteer Coordinator, Program Development, and Energy
Affordability Lead. We say a big thanks to these colleagues for finding time to
support Reep’s work in and around their day jobs! Yard by yard, house by
house, we’re building a more sustainable and beautiful community together.

Vision

We believe that by acting today, we
can leave our children a community
that is more resilient, vibrant, caring
and sustainable.

Mission

To empower the community with
the practical tools, knowledge and
capacity for action to make sustainable
living the norm.
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Values
Impact
We are mission-driven, focused on
achieving documented outcomes that
demonstrate a real impact.
Leadership
We lead by example in the way we live,
work and travel.
We value professionalism,
compassion, and a non-judgmental
approach.
We work to build the capacity for
leadership and change in
our community.

Innovation
We recognize that creating new norms
of behaviour means taking appropriate
risks, learning from the results, and
adjusting course as we go.
We are open to trying things differently.
Collaboration
We believe in working together to
leverage our collective resources,
maximize impact and build community.
Integrity
We hold ourselves accountable
to deliver what we promise,
be transparent and help each
other succeed.

Creating Community Action
April 2017- March 2018
Home Energy Efficiency*

$3,300,052

341

spent locally
on upgrades

homes completed
energy efficient
upgrades

$255,750

total annual savings on
energy after upgrades

Total annual reduction
after upgrades:

598

tonnes of

GHGs

= 10 homes

(greenhouse gas
emissions)

= $100

*By homeowners who had a home energy evaluation from Reep Green Solutions

RAIN Program
232 attendees at RAIN workshops
77 RAIN Coach consultations
22 rain gardens, infiltration

galleries and permeable pave projects installed
through RAIN Smart Neighbourhoods Project

Reep House Workshops
411 participants
551 visitors to
the Reep House

974 participants at

22 workshops

outreach in our community

Water Conservation
230 WET Challenge Home Visits

Performed on behalf of the Region of Waterloo

= 10 homes
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Water conserved immediately by installing:

115 Showerheads
33
Toilet Flappers

“The most valuable aspect was talking to the manufacturers
about our challenges and coming up with solutions, which they
brought back to us contractors.”
- Jamie Adam
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The Frontlines: Contractors and Manufacturers
Take Action on Climate Change
Taking action on climate change wasn’t the only
thing on Jamie Adam’s mind when he arrived
at a meeting of contractors and manufacturers
about home energy retrofits. “For most
renovators the challenge is selling the energy
efficient or green products alongside other
products: Do our clients go with insulation in
the attic or a shiny new granite countertop?”
Jamie explained, a contractor himself.
The event, led by Natural Resources Canada,
presented deep energy retrofit options developed
by Residential Sector Committee member John
Kokko and Reep Green Solutions. Twenty
renovators, manufacturers and service
professionals learned how renovations
can contribute to reducing carbon
emissions and move existing homes
towards net zero energy.
It was the first time Jamie had
sat around the room with other
professionals to learn from one
another about how to promote

energy efficiency. “We talked through technical
challenges and heard from people installing these
solutions,” Jamie said, “We got to share what we
need from manufacturers to make retrofits better.”
“Coming together helped us understand what the
best possible solutions around energy efficiency
are, which I can now offer to my clients.”
Through collaborative meetings like this, builders
and renovators gain expertise in deep energy
retrofits, making climate action more and
more accessible for each home and family.

In order to further climate
action, collaborating with those
who are on the frontlines of
creating and installing efficient
green solutions is imperative.

What is ClimateActionWR?
ClimateActionWR is a collaboration between local
organizations and community members focused on
climate change mitigation, led by Reep Green Solutions
and Sustainable Waterloo Region. It coordinates the
activities of the Climate Action Plan towards achieving
our community’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emission
reduction target of 6% below 2010 levels by 2020.
To help execute our Climate Action Plan,
ClimateActionWR hosts sector committees, which are
comprised of community members who are connectors
and catalysts to accelerate progress towards our
community’s GHG emission reduction target.

Visit: climateactionwr.ca
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Participate in the Zero
Waste Challenge each
October during Waste
Reduction Week!

“Mary Jane challenged the politicians to
use a mason jar to hold all of our garbage
for a week. It stuck in my mind.”
- Sandy Shantz, Mayor of Woolwich

Fit 7 days of waste into 1 mason jar?
Zero Waste Challenge Accepted
Sandy Shantz and Lynn Macaulay hadn’t heard
about the Zero Waste Challenge until our Executive
Director, Mary Jane Patterson, tapped them on
the shoulder. “I kept thinking about how I was
throwing out my kitchen waste straight into the
garbage instead of my green bin,” Sandy, Mayor
of Woolwich explained. For Lynn, it was a part
of a personal challenge, “I’m doing 50/50, 50
new experiences before I turn 50, but I thought a
mason jar for all my garbage was too hard core!”
Reep Green Solutions poses the Zero
Waste Challenge every Fall to help
Waterloo Region residents rethink their
waste, encouraging us to fit all of our
garbage for 7 days (or the increasingly
popular 30 days) into 1 glass mason jar.

to refuse single-use items, recycle better, and
compost, she shared her Zero Waste journey on
Facebook and the reactions were extraordinary.
“It has caused people to be aware of their waste
in a way they never would have imagined.”

If we take the small steps
to reduce waste today,
we leave our communities
thriving tomorrow.

This Challenge asks participants to consider
the impact their daily choices make on
reducing what goes to landfill. “I thought I
was a good recycler,” Lynn explained when
she started the challenge, “But it turned out there
were a lot of things that were recyclable that I
was putting in the garbage.” In Sandy’s case, it
was about using her green bin better, “I was often
throwing things in the garbage that I shouldn’t
have. So I thought, ‘I wonder what it would look
like to use my green bin more frequently.’”

But it doesn’t end after the mason jars are full.
Even after the challenge, Sandy and Lynn’s
journeys remind us that a little change can go a
long way, “My green bin is more accessible now
and I use it much more,” Sandy explained. “I’d
encourage others to make those small changes.”

The influence of those participating in the Zero
Waste Challenge is helping our community to
become a little bit wiser, a little bit greener.
Everyone participating in the Zero Waste Challenge
is helping to prolong the life of our landfill site and
use our resources more wisely. As Lynn learned

If we take the small steps to reduce waste
today, we leave our communities thriving
tomorrow. “Think about how you can reduce
your garbage and you might be surprised
to see how easy it is to switch,” Lynn said,
“Everybody doing a little bit can really help.”

Refuse

The zero waste
movement’s 5Rs:

Reduce

Reuse

Recycle Rot (or compost)

Refuse single-use items. Reduce your waste. Reuse and Repair broken items.
Recycle and Rot everything else!

Learn more: reepgreen.ca/zerowaste
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Over 400 participants have taken part in workshops at the Reep House
and beyond this year.
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Practical workshops bring expert knowledge
to over 400 participants this year
Ken Whyte didn’t know what he was walking into
when he went to the Reep House for Sustainable
Living this year. “I signed up for the newsletter after
I got a home energy evaluation,” Ken explained, “My
son and I were renovating his home and a workshop
for insulating basements caught our interest.”

Ken recognized that the value of the
workshops was the expertise and also the
experience of the house itself. “We were so
happy we attended a workshop. It was a hub
to answer our questions and there’s also a
bunch of things to see at the Reep House.”

They were starting to renovate a partly finished
basement and thought insulation would be the
perfect solution to make it comfortable, livable and
energy efficient. Ken thought that attending one of
Reep’s practical workshops was the place to start.

Mike Strathdee’s story (see page 14) includes a
personal impact from his workshop participation.
“When Reep hosted the electric vehicle experts,
that session changed it from ‘Maybe, we’ll get it
someday’ for an EV to ‘Yes, we’re doing this.’”

“It was a really interesting workshop and very
informative to get a lay of the land of what all
the options were,” Ken said, “The presenter
knew his stuff, had physical examples of the
insulation and he answered all our questions.”

With a focus on learning and encouraging
each other, Reep Green Solutions’ workshops
have become an integral part of our work
to create a beautiful sustainable future
together. Look for upcoming topics and
register at www.reepgreen.ca/events.

Reep Green Solutions offers 3 types of
workshops that feature local experts and
practical knowledge to help participants
live sustainably. The Reep House
Series explains the green features
that helped give LEED Platinum
certification to the Reep
House for Sustainable
Living. The COACH Series
is presented by our RAIN
or Home Energy COACH
on the topics of healthy
yards or energy efficiency.
And the Sustainable Living
Series offers knowledge and
hands-on workshops to help
participants make greener
choices in our daily lives.

With topics such as sustainable
fashion, vermicomposting,
draftproofing your home, rain barrels,
and indigenous worldviews on
protecting water, there is something
for just about everyone.

We host 3 workshop series
Sustainable Living Series
Visit: reepgreen.ca/events
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COACH Series

Reep House Series

Adam’s improvements scaled back his home’s
energy use by almost 60% annually.

Ontario home massively reduces its
greenhouse gas emissions
Adam Stanley’s home will save an estimated
20 tonnes of carbon dioxide annually — largely
through home efficiency improvements that
were guided by advice from a Reep Green
Solutions Registered Energy Advisor.
After an energy evaluation, Adam decided to change
his wood furnace to a high efficiency furnace as
part of a series of renovations to improve comfort
and generate savings in his Breslau home.
Adam and his girlfriend insulated their attic
and basement, replaced twelve windows
and four doors with Energy Star
rated products, and decreased
the draftiness in their home to
make it much more comfortable
in summer, fall and winter.
As part of this larger project,
Adam’s switch to a highefficiency gas furnace from a
carbon-intensive wood-fired
system massively reduced
his home’s greenhouse
gas emissions, resulting in
reductions about 10 times
higher than the average home.
Home energy efficiency is one of the most
important changes we can make to tackle
our own carbon emissions, and address
climate change in our community. The
GHG footprint of Waterloo Region homes
equals 18% of our community emissions.

After the follow-up evaluation, the estimated
numbers were in. Adam’s improvements
scaled back his home’s energy use by
almost 60% annually. After improving his
home’s EnerGuide Rating from a 37 to a 73,
Adam received $5,000 in rebates through the
Union Gas Reno Rebate Program, in addition
to those impressive annual energy savings.

“Our energy advisor Bruce was
a really, really good guy. He
helped us know what to do and
what would benefit the house
the most.” - Adam Stanley

Every home that takes steps towards being more
energy efficient contributes to climate action
in our community and building a more vibrant,
sustainable future. For Adam and his family,
“The project was worth it, 100%,” he said.

Home Energy 101
13 Lessons To Make Your Home More Efficient
Learn more: reepgreen.ca/homeenergy101 AND reepgreen.ca/homerenorebate
In Partnership with:
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“The incentive money helped us make the decision to do it.... The value
was also having the RAIN Coach’s expertise to help us design the garden
and answer our questions along the way.” - Glenn Booker
Funded by:
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In Partnership with:

A Tale of Two RAIN Stewards
Glenn Booker and Lorie Fioze had various
downspouts that poured rain water right next
to their foundation and out to the road. “We
could see the water carrying dirt right
into the sewer, or the water would
pool in areas near our house.” They
knew they needed a solution and
the RAIN Smart Neighbourhoods
project gave them the answer.
“Our RAIN Coach, Becca, advised
us to redirect the rainwater into
a rain garden. The downspout
would move water away from
our foundation and help irrigate
the trees while the rain garden
soaked up the water,” Glenn explained.
Through funding by the Ontario Trillium
Foundation, Reep has led a three-year RAIN
Smart Neighbourhoods (RSN) project to bring
stormwater solutions and incentives to the Mount
Hope and Lakeside neighbourhoods in Kitchener.
With a bit of sweat and a little help from the
RSN project’s incentive funds, Glenn and
Lorie created a beautiful rain garden. During
the first rainfall, the rain garden worked so well
they recorded a video of the rainwater pouring
from the downspout into the river rock channel
below and soaking into their new rain garden!
The neighbourhood approach helps families like
Glenn and Lorie solve problems in their own yard
and see the impact on others downstream.

RAIN Smart
Community Building
2 work parties with 65 volunteers
77 RAIN Coach consultations
$26,200 in incentives awarded
58,509 litres of stormwater
run-off capacity built
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“At a household level, every choice I
make, regardless of if I’m using a rain
barrel or not, or if I’m pouring concrete
versus permeable paving, is going to
influence my neighbours down the
street and my community.” - Zac Jones
Zac Jones’ neighbourhood in Cambridge is
another example. Zac took part in a communitywide Greening Your Neighbourhood workshop
where he and his neighbours contributed
ideas to neighbourhood maps. They began
to understand how their personal choices
had potential effects on their community.
For Glenn, Lorie, Zac and their families, the
changes have been impactful for themselves and
their communities. Glenn and Lorie’s garden
transformation caught the attention of their
neighbours. “Now the neighbours across the street
have done a project through RSN.” And now Zac’s
family encourages others to better their communities
too. “If you’re thinking of making some changes,
know that it’s easy to do,” he said. “It’s been a
fun journey. I have a feeling it’s not over yet!”

Special Thanks to our RAIN Expert Panel
Sanja Morris City of Kitchener, Shawna Peddle Partners for Action
(UW), Janet Ivey GRCA, Jeff Thompson Thompson Environmental, Nick
Gollan City of Kitchener, Rob Bowers ICPI, Rob Tester TNT Property
Maintenance, Todd Chapman City of Waterloo, Reyhan Cuming City of
Waterloo, Brian Verspagen WalterFedy, Jayson Innes Stantec

Learn more: reepgreen.ca/rainsmart

Our most generous fundraising year in history!
Mike and Carolyn Strathdee want to live as lightly
on the earth as they can. Similarly, Chander
Sharma, Reep Green Solutions’ board member,
has been passionate about the environment in
his life and business. These philosophies have
made them serious about sustainability. Mike
and Carolyn’s property was among the first to
take part in Reep Green Solutions’ inaugural
energy audits in 1999. Chander’s company
BizXL Solutions cultivates sustainable practices
that other organizations can replicate.
Many individuals have given generously to Reep
Green Solutions’ mission of empowering the
community with practical tools and knowledge
for sustainable living. According to Chander,
“Being a part of the board helped me
see the many incredible people at Reep.
There were times when the funding was
low and our people gave generously
to keep the organization going. This
is a big deal. This is not the norm!”
In the past year, Reep Green Solutions
received the most donations in our
history! When Chander heard this, he
wasn’t surprised. “Reep is not a new
organization and the repetition of
the same message starts to create a belief.
I think people are starting to see the impact
of Reep’s mission in the community.”
Mike and Carolyn invested in improvements
in their home, in their lives and in the vision of
Reep Green Solutions. When asked why Mike
chose to give charitably to Reep Green Solutions

rather than other worthy causes, he responded,
“There are tons of things that we’re interested
in but Reep is a charity doing good work in this
community. And because Reep does work in our
community, it’s tangible to see people managing
their storm water or making their home more energy
efficient to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.”
We are often struck by the generosity of our
donors and their passion for sustainable living.
They recognize that in order to make an impact, we

“Reep is doing hands-on,
practical work in what is
becoming one of the emerging
social issues of our time.”
- Mike Strathdee

have to start with ourselves, exactly where we are.
As Chander said, “At one household level, these
might be small contributions, but once you get to
a community, city, and province, it adds up.” Mike
agrees. “Reep is a great vehicle for acting locally
in a way which will make ripples. Many hands
giving a little bit every year could make a great
difference to Reep’s ability to do this great work.”

Thank you

for giving the most
in our history!
Total gifts: $6,606.25
$93 average gift
Total number of donors:
71, with 29 first time donors!
We participate in

2017 - 18 Financial Report
The financial information on this
page is derived from the financial
statements for April 1, 2017, to
March 31, 2018, which were
audited by Clarke Starke &
Diegel LLP.
We are investing in program
development as part of our
journey to a balanced budget,
leading to a 30% reduction in
the year-end deficit this year.

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
2017 - 2018 2016 - 2017
Revenue
Grants (Local, Provincial, Federal & Foundations)
Fee for Service
Contracts
Donations
Other Income
Total Revenue

388,993
283,837
88,371
6,606
15,697
783,506

290,518
179,691
110,695
6,167
20,820
607,890

Salaries & Benefits
Program Delivery - Contracted Services
Outreach & Community Training
Occupancy
Professional Fees
Staff & Organizational Development
Office
Insurance
Amortization
Communications
Interest & Bank Charges
Travel
Total Expenses

561,687
137,518
14,545
33,566
22,123
7,948
7,764
6,804
1,922
4,125
2,851
4,187
805,040

492,686
42,782
12,741
33,811
22,350
9,428
5,801
6,660
2,244
4,406
2,837
2,839
638,585

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenue of Expenses

- 21,534

- 30,695

Expenses

Revenue Sources

Expenses by Program
Climate Action WR

Donations & Fundraising
1%
Other Income

Management and Administration

2%

Foundations

9%

4%

Federal Funding

Fee for
Service

4%

36%

Provincial Funding

23%

Total

Waste Reduction Programs

2%

Program Development

RAIN

6%

32%

REEP House for
Sustainable Living

5%

$783,506

2%

Total

$805,040
Water
Conservation

Local Funding

19%
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Contracts

11%

Energy Programs

40%

4%

Our Team
Current Board
Ira Chen
Tania Del Matto
Melissa Durrell
Janek Jagiellowicz
Priyanka Lloyd
Paul Parker
Chander Sharma
Michael Wood

Treasurer
Chair
Director
Director
Director
Past Chair, Secretary
Director
Vice Chair

Staff as of March 31, 2018
Dave Blake
Kate Daley
Patrick Gilbride
Mary Jane Patterson
Rebecca Robinson
Siewyee Sai
Torrie Santucci
Brendan Schaefer
Donnique Williams

Associate Director
ClimateActionWR Plan Manager
RAIN Program Manager
Executive Director
RAIN Coach
Office and HR Coordinator
Energy Programs and Customer Service Coordinator
Reep House Facility Manager and IT Systems Consultant
Communications Manager

Thank you! We appreciate these individuals for their
contributions as staff this year.
Andrea Bale
Danielle Coore
James Howe

Field Staff

Brad Durant
Susan Bryant
Michael Albanese
Jim Carnegie
Brent Cooper
Philip Drader
Bruce Mitchell
Brendan Schaefer
David Wood

Contract Staff
Scott Albrecht

Mentor

Tom Jutzi
Christine Rier

Laura Stern
Laurella Woodcock
Naomi Sunu
Registered Energy Advisor
Well Aware Water Guide
RAIN Home Visit Guide
Energy Advisor
Registered Energy Advisor
Home Energy Coach
Registered Energy Advisor
Registered Energy Advisor
Registered Energy Advisor

Bookkeeper, Great Scott Bookkeeping

Legal mentor
Charitable Giving mentor
Facebook “f ” Logo

Connect with
our online
communities
Thank you

Sabrina Seecharran
Sedona Cluett
Thanh Hoang

CMYK / .eps

Facebook “f ” Logo

Volunteers
Elorm Agbeyaka
Harsha Almeida
Hajar Alviri
Sarah Ariai
Joyce Au
Brenna Bartley
Jordan Beardy-Singh
Devin Bettencourt
Susan Bryant
Diana Bumstead
Alejandra Calle
Christian Cadera
Sasha Carreiro		
Qi-Sheng Chen
Valerie Chong
Elena Christy
Sedona Cluett
Kearney Coupland
Stacey Danckert
Rachel Everett
Rebecca Garlick
Sara Ganowski
Megan Gereghty
Diana Gonzalez
Hayden Gould
Jason Hammond
Muniyat Haque
Yi Hong
Katia Huszka
Andrew Jackson

Blake Knebel
Danica Lassaline
Mackenzie Lauermeier
Josh Lee
Sarah Lukaszczyk
Tiffany Ly
Michele Martin
David Martinello
Nicole Maynard-Li
Heather McDiarmid
Laura McFarlan 	
Jennifer McLaughlin
Zainab Moghal
Ericha Moores
Adnan Qader
Ying Quan
Jodie Scarrow
Mackenzie Scrimshaw
Sabrina Seecharran
Sanjit Sharma
Dan Shaver
Surabhi Sheth
Lauren Smith
Juan Sotés
Naomi Sunu
George Sutherland
Samantha Tremmel
Christine To
Fiona Wirz-Endrys
Suyuan Yang

CMYK / .eps

ReepGreenSolutions

Main Office

@reepgreen

222 Frederick Street
Kitchener, ON N2H 2M8

/company/reep-green-solutions
ReepOutreach

to our core funders that provide a foundation we can build upon!

Reep House for Sustainable Living
20 Mill Street
Kitchener, ON N26 2Y3
Charitable Registration Number:
81585 2348 RR0001

519-744-9799
reepgreen.ca

